Introduction
The question of ethnical diversity of the society and settlement of international relations takes up a significant place in the modern national policy agenda. In these issues a great role is played by local authorities running regional programs on carrying out multiple events intended to boost national development and expand intercultural cooperation between the peoples resident in the Russian Federation. The most urgent are the projects targeted at symbolic reproduction of ethnical identity of various ethnical group members. Today, the practice of celebrating national holidays, making television coverage on ethnical topics are becoming more and more popular. Such practices make up actual themes for scientific researches, while symbolic "field" (P. Bourdieu) of the national art, and the Yakut art school in particular, remains unstudied in the context of ethnic theme construction. We may mention a series of works, dedicated to the analysis of ethnofuturism as a trend of modern art (Gartig, 2006; Matochkin, 2009; Nekhviadovich, 2010; Pavlova, 2007) . Among researchers of the Yakut painting we should remark Potapov I.A., who wrote the fundamental works which forms (Koptseva, Seredkina, 2013) .
The work uses both theoretic and empiric methods. It is the analysis of scientific literature on social philosophy, social anthropology, culturology and art criticism, dedicated to the present topic. Among the most actively used methods there are: observation, analysis, interpretation of the Yakut visual art works.
The Yakut visual art development dynamics
The The school developed Novgorod icon-painting traditions in the local environment (Zhukovsky, 2007) . According to historical data, it was also in the 17 th century that the first contact of the Yakut with Russians was registered. At the same time, the Yakut lands were joined to Russia.
As a consequence of such processes that happened between two absolutely different ethnicities, Christianity began to spread among akut Still Life", "The Ancient Settler Say-Sary", "Yakut Woman and Tungus man" was organized. The exhibition gave a great push to the national art. One of the first painters to make a contribution into the formation of the fessional Yakut art was Petr Petrovich Romanov . He was the first ional painter to be recognized as "the emblem of the Yakut visual arts" mofeeva, 2006, p.33) . The works of these painters were not determined by the classical art education limits. One of the first painters to make a contribution into the formation of the professional Yakut art was Petr Petrovich Romanov (1902 Romanov ( -1952 . He was the first national painter to be recognized as "the emblem of the Yakut visual arts" (Timofeeva, 2006, p.33) . Osipova "Northern Celebration" (2010), T.E. Shaposhnikova "Ysyakh" (2012) and others. The artistic space of painting "The Desired Coast" by M.M. Lukina (1998) presents the major ritual of shamanism, "kamlanie" (shamanistic ritual). On the basis of traditional world outlook of shamanism religion, we may interpret the character, sitting in the left corner of "The Desired Coast", as a shaman, holding a tambourine -a musical instrument, used as an integral "tool" of "kamlanie" ritual. The silhouettes of the shaman's body copy the semi-circle of the tambourine, thereby conveying the idea of the shaman's merging with the tambourine sounds. This way he is depicted absorbed into the shaman mystery state. According to the Yakut beliefs, during ritual the Yakut shamans would call a series of their personal assistant spirits besides their protector spirits. A part of such mythological characters is usually described as "invisible people". In the analysed work of art, the figure, dancing by the side of the shaman, may also be interpreted as an artistic way to express the inner state of the shaman as ecstasy, flying across the worlds of the Universe. There is no coincidence that the female figure is depicted with her arms wide open, as though imitating the flight of a bird.
Works by M. Khandy represents a different artistic language in depicting the major ethnic religion, shamanism. It is the language of symbols, of "prehistoric" signs expressing the talks of the Yakut spiritual culture bearer, the shaman, with the senior creatures. The authors thereby emphasize the external characteristics of this religious ritual, underlining the spiritual element, the basis of shamanism, as all the processes typical of this cult are usually performed at the spiritual level, invisible for the eyes. Here the symbol language acts as the most acceptable form of expressing spiritual values of the national Yakut religion. Triptych by M.M. Lukina is created to express the world outlook ideas of the Yakut concerning their connection to the Tree of Life. In the artistic space of the left part of the triptych we can see the ritual process of tying a rope around a tree trunk, which was a part of celebrating Ysyakh (traditional Yakut New Year celebration). In the central part of the triptych there is a hanging pillar with a rope tied around it. Symbolically, it expresses the idea of connection between the ethnos and the axis of the Tree of Life, the sacred centre, around which the ethnos performs its ritual round dance at the Ysyakh celebration.
A different aspect of the religious ritual is presented in works by M.M. Nosov ("The Ancient Yakut Dance", 1946) and A.A. Osipova ("The Northern Celebration", 2010). Triptych by M.M. Lukina is created to express the world outlook ideas of th Yakut concerning their connection to the Tree of Life. In the artistic space of th left part of the triptych we can see the ritual process of tying a rope around a tre trunk, which was a part of celebrating Ysyakh (traditional Yakut New Ye celebration). In the central part of the triptych there is a hanging pillar with a rop tied around it. Symbolically, it expresses the idea of connection between the ethno and the axis of the Tree of Life, the sacred centre, around which the ethno performs its ritual round dance at the Ysyakh celebration.
A different aspect of the religious ritual is presented in works by M.M Nosov ("The Ancient Yakut Dance", 1946) and A.A. Osipova ("The Norther Celebration", 2010). Triptych by M.M. Lukina is created to express the world outlook ideas of the Yakut concerning their connection to the Tree of Life. In the artistic space of the left part of the triptych we can see the ritual process of tying a rope around a tree trunk, which was a part of celebrating Ysyakh (traditional Yakut New Year celebration). In the central part of the triptych there is a hanging pillar with a rope tied around it. Symbolically, it expresses the idea of connection between the ethnos and the axis of the Tree of Life, the sacred centre, around which the ethnos performs its ritual round dance at the Ysyakh celebration.
A different aspect of the religious ritual is presented in works by M.M. Nosov ("The Ancient Yakut Dance", 1946) and A.A. Osipova ("The Northern Celebration", 2010). The artists turn to the wide-spread Yakut round dance called osuokhay. According to the Yakut, their ritual dances are the cultural phenomena intended to adapt to the natural environment and protect the people from its evil powers. By performing the round dance, the people clear their sacred space from the filth of Chaos and model a new, pure space. Moreover, the round dance was considered to possess a magical ability to reach the distant "alien" world. And if the work of M.M. Nosov presents, more likely, the moment of inner concentration of the dancers on the ritual they are about to perform (the characters are depicted as static, looking inside the circle), then in the artistic space of "The Northern Celebration" by A.A. Osipova the characters are dancing and moving. The sign and symbolic forms of the painting express, therefore, the idea of motion, eternal circulation of life. The artistic space of painting "Algys" by K.P. Gavrilyev presents characters performing the ritual of blessing, addressing to the presiding deities. The compulsory symbol of this ritual, according to the Yakut beliefs, is the fire, Nikolaeva (2010 Nikolaeva ( -2013 . The triptych consists of paintings "Summer", "Ice Drift. Spring", "Winter". The artistic space of the painting "Indigirka Fishermen" (1963) presents a group of fishermen, pulling their fishing nets. The fishermen are depicted as one whole. They are united by the general determination, orientation into the depth of the artistic space of the painting, a common burden, a common target. In their colours, the figures of the characters wearing warm-toned clothes, contrast with the artistic space of the painting, which is the cold mountain landscape. Moreover, the contrast is reached by a special composition technique. The vertical lines constituting the figures of the characters are opposed to the horizontal lines visually forming the clouds and the crack on the ice. Such compositional opposition expresses the idea of confrontation, struggle between human and nature elements. It is a hard way the human goes through during his life. There is no coincidence that the characters are depicted in a "stepping" posture, pulling the heavy burden of their fishing net. In this way of life the human has to be stronghearted. The idea is supported by the fact that the characters of "Indigirka Fishermen" are presented in the background of a rock, the power, endurance and hardness of which is extrapolated on the spiritual features of the human and the ethnos as a whole. Moreover, a great significance in revealing the ethnocultural element of the Yakut ethnos belongs to the tendency of putting winter as a distinctive element of any painting's artistic space of. Winter is the season which requires certain spiritual effort to bear this most severe and long period of life. In paintings by A.A. Osipova reindeer is depicted close to human (silhouettes of the animal cross with the silhouettes of the characters, paint strokes are of the same, cold tones). Closeness to human ascribes a characteristic of a hunting and reindeer-breeding significance in the life of the Yakut. Due to annual renovation of its horns, reindeer became a symbol of renovation, revival, fertility of human and nature as a whole. In one word, all life of people living in the North is connected to this animal. In paintings by A.A. Osipova reindeer is depicted close to human (silhouettes of the animal cross with the silhouettes of the characters, paint strokes are of the same, cold tones). Closeness to human ascribes a characteristic of a by N.V. Nikolaeva (2013). The artist turns to depicting the sacred animal using certain symbolic signs. It is a specific way of communication with the viewer, forcing him to pay attention to the sacral functions of this animal. (2007), V.G. Petrov, I.E. Kapitonov, Z.K. Kurchatova, N.P. Nikolaeva and others. Having analysed portraits by the Yakut painters, we may outline the following types: self-portraits, children's portraits, historical portraits and contemporary portraits (those of relatives, representatives of a certain craft, such as hunters, reindeer breeders, storytellers). Thus, sign and semiotic forms of portraits embody certain types of representatives of the Yakut ethnos, who follow the traditions of their culture, thereby deserving the status of "cultural heroes". This big interest towards the genre of portrait may be interpreted as a wish to demonstrate, that every personality of the ethnos is valuable and significant, notwithstanding the social status.
One of the distinctive works in the genre of portrait is a painting by A.N. Osipov "National Writers of Yakutia" (1974). The artistic space of the painting depicts writers, representatives of the Yakut creative intelligentsia, sitting in front of a tree trunk, in the middle of a wide meadow. Compositionally the artistic space consists of several plains, which creates the visual effect of the foreground and background on different levels. As a result, the foreground space brings the character up, above the plain surrounding On one hand, these are the things traditionally used for religious acts and rituals, such as ritual kumis vessels ("chorons"), a compulsory attribute of Ysyakh celebration. On the other hand, these are everyday life objects, used in handcrafts. A different aspect of still life is manifested by the modern Yakut painter T.E. Shaposhnikova. In the artistic space of her paintings certain things acquire a form of schematic silhouettes. One of the major artistic techniques used by the painter is them, thereby ascribing them with the characteristics of unique, outstanding persons. They are depicted motionless and quiet; there is no eye contact between them. Every one of the writers is turned in upon himself, meditating. They are creators who make up the images of the Yakut lands, forming the spiritual element of the Yakut ethnos. The characters are sitting at the base of a tree trunk: the sign interpreted as a special mission of creative people: to serve as a base for spiritual development of the Yakut culture.
The fourth group is composed by woks of still life genre. Many artists preferred working in the genre of still life. Among them there are: M.M. Nosov, S.L. Germogenova, A.S. Innokentyeva, M.M. Lukina, N.V. Nikolaeva, A.V. Chikachev, T. Shaposhnikova and others. Sign and semiotic forms of still life paintings by the Yakut painters depict the things that bear special significance for the ethnos. On one hand, these are the things traditionally used for religious acts and rituals, such as ritual kumis vessels ("chorons"), a compulsory attribute of Ysyakh celebration. On the other hand, these are everyday life objects, used in handcrafts. A different aspect of still life is manifested by the modern Yakut painter T.E. Shaposhnikova. In the artistic space of her paintings certain things acquire a form of schematic silhouettes. One of the major artistic techniques used by the painter is The technique of dissolving the boundaries of one form in another may be interpreted in the context of the modern tendencies observed in the society today. The world of a big pluralistic society acts as an integrated space of common culture, where there is no place for strict boundaries between nations. The language of a work of art, therefore, expresses the modern tendency of interpreting micro-cultures (indigenous peoples' cultures) in the space of a macro-culture. It is worthwhile mentioning, that such a tendency of shifting from certain forms to abstractionism becomes a distinctive feature of the modern Yakut painting. One of the typical works is diptych by N.V. Nikolaeva. In the artistic space of diptych "Chaut" by N.V. Nikolaeva the main "character" is a line. Line is the form, the artistic sign through which the artist expresses the meaning of life process, its temporal flows, which do exist, though intangible for human. According to N.V. Nikolaeva, "all temporal flows pass into one another, creating forms". These temporal flows are the past and the present, closely co-existing in the modern life of ethnocultures. The past as a cultural tradition acts as a base for modern culture. It is reviewed and re-adapted to the The technique of dissolving the boundaries of one form in another may be interpreted in the context of the modern tendencies observed in the society today. The world of a big pluralistic society acts as an integrated space of common culture, where there is no place for strict boundaries between nations. The language of a work of art, therefore, expresses the modern tendency of interpreting micro-cultures (indigenous peoples' cultures) in the space of a macro-culture. It is worthwhile mentioning, that such a tendency of shifting from certain forms to abstractionism becomes a distinctive feature of the modern Yakut painting. One of the typical works is diptych by N.V. Nikolaeva. In the artistic space of diptych "Chaut" by N.V. Nikolaeva the main "character" is a line. Line is the form, the artistic sign through which the artist expresses the meaning of life process, its temporal flows, which do exist, though intangible for human. According to N.V. Nikolaeva, "all temporal flows pass into one another, creating forms". These temporal flows are the past and the present, closely co-existing in the modern life of ethnocultures. The past as a cultural tradition acts as a base for modern culture. It is reviewed and re-adapted to the 
Conclusion
As a result of cultural and semiotic analysis of development dynamics of the Yakut art school and works of art created by the Yakut artists, the following conclusions concerning the strategies of constructing indigenous Northern ethnicity in the symbolic "field" of art can be made. 
